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Anh Pham English 101 The New Liberal Arts is an article written by Sanford J. Ungar, who is president of Goucher College in Baltimore, Maryland. At the beginning of his article, Ungar wrote: Difficult economic times inevitably bring the scrutiny of all accepted ideals and institutions, and this time around
the liberal arts education has been especially harsh. In other words, Ungar means that recent economic recessions have had a big impact on what people think of going for a liberal arts degree. In his essay, Ungar lists seven misperceptions and how he reacts to them. The most common misperception
Ungar identified is that liberal arts grades are no longer affordable. The cost of liberal art education is very expensive, while... show more content... He wrote: The career cart seems to suggest that shortcuts are available to students who lead directly to well-paid jobs, leaving out frills like learning to write
and speak well, how to understand the nuances of literacy texts and scientific concepts, how to collaborate with others in research What it means by that is that there are no shortcuts to a well-paid job. It also implies that liberal art education is the only right way to prepare an individual for their future
career because it equips those with the skills of formal writing and speaking, and understandings about scientific subject matter or how to cooperate with others for their work, etc. However, I don't think I can deny the fact that the starting salary for a liberal arts graduate is about $32,500 while for an
engineer it's $75,000, ( . Instantly, what can a person do with his or her philosophy degree right after graduation? You'll probably have to go to more studies before you can find a well-paid job in some big companies or you'll have to fight long before you can open your philosophy store or publish your book.
In short, a liberal arts degree will take longer to see its value than vocational education or vocational training. the cost of admissions and the downstream quality of university education. With the questioning of the traditional education system, many offer alternative solutions to combat these misperceptions
such as sanford J. Ungar's article, The New Liberal Arts. While liberal art titles rarely statistically illustrate much success,... Essay, Pages 2 (259 words) Essay Views, Pages 2 (259 words) In Sanford J. Ungar's 'The New Liberal Arts', discusses the pros of obtaining a degree in liberal arts. Talk about
common misperceptions about liberals and then gives their opinions on them. He gives his perspective on a liberal arts university and gives examples of why the liberal arts are the best way to go to college. Ungar's main ideas are that it implores the liberal arts to provide an education education it's useful
for many races. Don't waste your time. Get a verified writer to help you with The New Liberal Arts of Sanford J. Ungar HIRE Verified Writer $35.80 for a 2-page article Liberal Arts Universities give students the ability and understanding to be useful throughout their lives and build their minds so they can do
complex activities in this continuous world of change. One of the first issues Ungar focuses on is future jobs that will be available from now until ten or fifty years from now. Ungar believes that the liberal arts are better speculation because they teach understanding of complex and vast topics and how to
maintain and develop essential adaptive skills. He also claims that training for a single career can be short-sighted. Ungar is partially correct in its opinion because in this century many works have been replaced by robots and machines. Factories used to be full of many workers who worked manually
packing and organizing, but now that we have advanced technology, there's no need for those workers anymore. People need to focus on jobs that won't be replaced by machines and can't be replaced by. Examples of jobs that will not be replaced by machines are social workers, surgeons, therapists,
and nutritionists. Principal Writers Writer Lyla Verified Writer 5 (876) Marian Verified writer 4.8 (309) RhizMan Verified writer 4.9 (247) HIRE verified writer The New Liberal Arts by Sanford J. Ungar. (2017, January 04). Obtained from t waste your time. Get a verified writer to help you with The New Liberal
Arts of Sanford J. Ungar HIRE Verified Writer $35.80 for a 2-page article The Document has moved here... learning is not just one of the enrichments of existence; is one of the achievements of civilization. It increases students' awareness of the human and natural worlds they inhabit. It makes them more
thoughtful about their beliefs and choices, more self-aware and criticizing, speaking, critical and logical thinking. Law schools report that by law review criteria and qualifications, their best students come from math, classics and literature, with political science, economics, pre-law and lower classified legal
studies. In today's rapidly evolving world, leaders across the spectrum of vocations and professions need a broad imaginative and critical capacity, not an prematurely narrow point of view. In real-world terms, a strong liberal education in the arts and sciences will generally be the most practical preparation
for many demanding, high-level careers, or the various careers that an increasing number of adults will eventually pursue. No particular concentration or area of study is intrinsically a better ticket to safety, leadership or personal satisfaction than another. Students should be encouraged to follow their
passions and interests, not guess (or what others tell them) will lead to a supposedly more marketable skill set. Of course, higher education has a utilitarian function. In that sense, as Robert Bellah claims, he possesses his own legitimacy. However, it is crucial to combine and integrate that function...
Thesis Statement for the New Liberal Arts In his essay The New Liberal Arts, Sanford J. Ungar argues that a liberal education could be what Americans should strive for, not deny. A liberal education tests our ability to investigate and understand the nature of an organism, the applications of a theorem, the
behavior of a crowd, the principles of a political system, the meaning of a poem, the causes of an event, the consequences of an argument, or the composition of a symphony. endobj The position statement should not use, but displays its position. The goal is to provide enough information for the reader to
form their own opinions on the benefits, problems and policies about arts programs at different levels of education. Liberal Arts Colleges Despite popular belief, Harvard College was first founded, as a higher education institution in the United States is 1636; more than a hundred years before the colonies
of New England officially became states (Masci). I didn't do well on all the other central issues either. in his arguments brings seven very important points of misconceptions. Being liberally educated means living imaginatively in worlds that are not ours, and being able to examine values that are not of our
creation. To be liberally educated is to transform. edu/about/libarts. Autobiography My name is Rickeya Ward. Fill in your details below or click an icon to sign in: you're commenting with your WordPress.com. Fourth point states that we cannot neglect Librel-Arts to make scientific advances, it also states
that it is postsecondary education that in fact provides the discipline necessary to obtain high education. Type: Type: (2017, Apr 13). We use cookies to provide you with the best possible experience. Liberal art education encompasses all human intellectual experience, including humanities, arts and
sciences, both social and natural. 3 pages. or communicate correctly. How do cultures shape minds? What are the main features of advanced liberal ruler modes? An individual's cultural ancestry often makes an impression on the individual himself. Rehearsal, 5 pages. Change ), You are commenting with
your Facebook account. The kind of thinking that these questions evoke some might say are general prejudices, just a question of the rich getting best end of the deal and the less fortunate; the lowest. 1 0 obj As we continue we will assume that you are aboard our cookie policy. Change ), You are
commenting using your Twitter account. Change ), You're commenting with your Google Google Rehearsal, 7 pages. I admire the ungres words of the professor on liberal arts, says Through immersion in the liberal arts, students not only to earn a living, but also to live a life rich in values and character, in
other words, believes that through the education of the Liberal Arts not only the requirements to earn a job title are met , but also to acquire the skills necessary for growth in individualism, and intellect. Finally, the seventh and final misconception stated in the Sanford essay affirms the belief that the cost of
American higher education is rising and the liberal degree lacks the productivity and innovation that other grades may have. Declaration of the thesis of the art of war 1374 Words 6 Pages. Change ), You are commenting using your Twitter account. (The Human Development Report. I also liked your first
date and how you analyzed it using the terms individualism and intellect. Students with a liberal art degree tend to think outside the box compared to their specialized siblings. Vocational education is what we must now focus on (Say I say, 190). It would be the next questions That Sanford attacks in his
essay, he explains that it is ignorant to think that only because a student is first generation that he cannot receive the same capacity for education and thought as someone with the means to pay for that kind of education. Ahmed, you did a good job succinctly out of each of the misperceptions that Ungar
set out in his article. (Liberal Arts Education. I always had difficulty remembering the formulas and all the different rules. Advisory Office of the Faculty of Liberal Arts 214 Bexell Hall (541) 737-0561. Some people may also argue that liberal Democrats are continuing this troubled country in the past, so why
take a liberal education as stated in the fifth misconception in the Sanford essay. Change ), You are commenting with your Facebook account. I'm 15 years old and I have a brother and sister, I'm the middle son. Rehearsal, 6 pages. Change ). ... Liberal arts also allow students to research areas of interest
and make new ones ... Interesting how he summed up every misconception. Dean Office 200 Bexell Hall (541) 737-4582. Students arrive at the school with many professional goals and options such as public service, law, service vocations, health professions, business, engineering, teaching and ministry.
He sees the world as a change, not a fixed one. Sanford begins by affirming the first common misconception A liberal arts title is a luxury that most families can no longer Download the thesis statement on Liberal Arts to our database or request an original thesis document that will be written by one of our
staff writers and delivered according to the deadline. October 4, 2012, the HSL-Braille College community worked together for the of My Master, My Hero for World Teachers' Day 2012. Rehearsal, 3 pages. (654). &lt;&gt; Essay, 8 pages. Understand the Model of Education in Liberal Arts. I didn't think
about it. My friends, family and social media followers regularly consult me for style tips. In my approach to reading Sanford J. Unger's New Liberal Arts article, I realized that he presented his thesis on how under-education Liberla-Arts is criticized by many. %PDF-1.5 Third point question notion that low-
income students are more likely to pursue a more practical degree, he advocates that we all have some inclination towards participation in the fine arts regardless of social levels. An Examination of the Cost of University Education. ( Logout / The uses of the declaration should clearly show your position. in
your arguments brings seven very important points of misconceptions. Ungar is absolutely right what he believes in. STATEMENTS OF THE SITE For a University Document The Department of the English Writing Center 1 Thesis statements are a very important part of a university essay. The second
point explains that it is equally difficult in difficult economic times to get a job with a Libera-Arts degree or any other degree, and also notes that companies will always hire people with different skill sets. Get a verified writer to help you with The Importance of Liberal Arts Education. Do you need to study
computer programming when you will probably never write a computer program in your field of work? Academic Honesty. 4.8 scroll to the top. it is also offered here. ( Logout / % However, the alarming recent statistics conclude that the level of education in our country is declining rapidly. They often claim in
one sentence the main idea of a document. But what if you're on a low-income first-generation college student, wouldn't it be better to enter a specific field to secure your position (191)? Why should one study literature, history, art, philosophy, music or other courses outside of his specialty? Rehearsal, 2
pages. Fashion is my passion. 2,047 words. Ungar quickly counteracts by stating that by choosing a small liberal arts school, you get more one by one with teachers and teachers, which would eventually lead to a better education that in turn would lead to more innovation and analytical thinking of
students. current it's actually a fair question. endobj The 2001 Human Development Report stated that a broader approach to human development research is proposed that focuses on progressive accommodation, throughout life, between the growing human organism and the changing environments in
which it actually lives and grows. . Contact us/FAQ. Ungar made seven points on which ungar spearheaded misconceptions within that subject and its response to those misconceptions. Good, good 5 pages. Ungar states: Through immersion in the liberal arts, students learn not only to earn a living, but
also to live a life rich in values and character. Ungar is trying to say, in basic terms, that achieving the degree of liberal arts does not mean that your life is going to be spent working a nine to five aimlessly, but building your character so that you can go into the real world and think for yourself. Type: Some
wonder why someone who is schooled to become a psychologist, accountant, or TV presenter should take courses that are not directly related to their fields. Dean Office 200 Bexell Hall (541) 737-4582. But he argues that it is a great help for students, deciding what is best for them as a career option,
rather than being led by the economy to unsatisfactory work, which will only pay their bills and offer no sense of success. Sanford begins by stating the first common misconception A liberal arts title is a luxury that most... And that the Chinese are admiring that model as a successful way for better
educational standards. A thesis for a persuasive essay contains an opinion or argument to be proved. To answer this question, let's take a look at some benefits of a good liberal art education, and the widespread knowledge that accompanies liberal arts education. First of all it is discussed how liberal arts
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